Newsletter of the Faulkner’s Light Brigade
March 2011

Journal of the 2010 Faulkner’s Island Lighthouse Restoration
by the Faulkner’s Light Brigade
Sunday 10/17/10
International
Chimney
Corporation’s (ICC)
45 foot trailer
arrived with all
of their supplies
and equipment.
Trailer was parked
in Faulkner’s Light
Brigade (FLB)
Chairman Emeritus
and current
Board Member
Fred Farnsworth’s
backyard, parallel to
state launch access
road in Madison.
Monday 10/18/10 – Work boat arrived and was
launched at the Guilford Marina. Permission was granted
to leave boat trailer in the marina parking lot. Boat was
loaded with equipment and supplies at the state launch in
Madison. The boat was tied up on Fred Farnsworth’s dock
on the Neck River in Madison.
Tuesday 10/19/10 – Work boat transported equipment
and supplies to the island. An aerial lift was set up to carry
equipment to the top of the island. Supplies were stored
in the boat house.
Wednesday 10/20/10 – Jeff Heinrich and Steve
McGuire went out to the island. Heinrich started his
collection of photographs of the restoration project, while
McGuire started to videotape the restoration activities

of the lighthouse. These videotapes can be viewed on the
Faulkner Light Brigade website at www.faulknerslight.org
Thursday 10/21/10 – Seas were too rough to land the
work boat on the island so the crew worked on projects on
shore. When there is a wind from the southwest, landing
in the island boat basin is very difficult.
Friday 10/22/10 – Crew spent another day working on
shore due to the weather.
Saturday 10/23/10 – Fresh water was transported to the
island for power washing in a 450 gallon tank on the work
boat. This water was pumped up to a second tank on the
island, to be used as the feeder tank for the power washer.

The name Octagon refers to the shape of the historic lighthouse on Faulkner’s Island, a beacon to mariners since 1802.

Sunday 10/24/10 – Day of rest for the ICC crew.
Monday 10/25/10
– Exterior of the
lighthouse was
power washed.
Tuesday 10/26/10
– Interior of the
lighthouse was
power washed.
Wednesday
10/27/10 Rough seas, so it
was impressive that
the ICC was on the
island working. They are working on redesigning the doors
for better ventilation.
Thursday 10/28/10 - ICC crew members in New York
City & Boston so no work on the island. Mortar and
other material were delivered from Cathedral Stone. Other
materials were delivered to the ICC warehouse.
Friday 10/29/10 - ICC crew went to island to work on
power washing lamp area and evaluating needs of all of the
windows
Saturday 10/30/10 - Crew off for the weekend.
Sunday 10/31/10 - Crew off for the weekend.
Monday 11/1/10 - ICC crew on island most of this
cool 45 degrees day.
Working on final
cleaning of lighthouse
with a special solution
to eliminate salt. They
were also working on
repairing the windows.
Tuesday 11/2/10 -

Dome over the lamp area, supports for windows, wrap
around deck and outside stairs were painted with a glossy
red paint.
Wednesday 11/3/10
Russ Santora, Steve McGuire and Jeff Heinrich were
transported to the island by the ICC crew this morning
so Santora and ICC Foreman Steve Scyoc could go over
what has been done and the future plans. Foreman Scyoc
indicated he may not be able to complete the actual
painting of the lighthouse if the weather gets colder. The
crew will continue with the preparation of the structure
for painting. New window sills will be completed with
cypress.

Thursday 11/4/10 –The ICC crew went out and worked
on the inside of the lighthouse on this rainy and foggy day.
They are getting everything ready to start repointing the
masonry.
Friday 11/5/10 – The ICC crew went out and worked
on the inside of the lighthouse.
Saturday 11/6/10 – The ICC crew went out again and
worked on the inside of the lighthouse.
Sunday 11/7/10 – The ICC crew went out and worked
on the inside of the lighthouse. Jeff Heinrich and Steve
McGuire also went out with the crew. McGuire worked
on more videotaping while Heinrich took photographs.

Monday 11/8/10 – Thirty two degrees and snowing at 7
am, with winds around 20 mph and gusting to 40 mph.
Shore day gathering parts and fixing equipment.

Tuesday 11/9/10 – Despite heavy winds from the north
and rough seas, the ICC crew was on the island working
inside the lighthouse.

Wednesday 11/10/10 – John and Elizabeth Delemarre,
Bill Lincoln, Steve McGuire, Russ Santora, Ed Bartlett
and Jeff Heinrich, together with ICC crew consisting of
Matt, Scott, Bob and Steve, went to the island. The ICC
crew focused on stripping the exterior joints. Santora and
McGuire were really impressed with all of the progress on
the inside of the lighthouse. John and Elizabeth Delemarre
were able to retrieve their remaining belongings in the

bunk house.
They were on
the island as
“island keepers”
for the month of
September 2010.
Bill Lincoln was
really impressed with all that had been done.
Thursday 11/11/10 – Rough seas so worked on shore.
Friday 11/12/10 – Rough seas so worked on shore than
left for home in afternoon.
Saturday 11/13/10 Weekend off for the ICC crew.
Sunday 11/14/10 – Weekend off for the ICC crew
Monday 11/15/10 –All but one of the eight sides have
been repointed. Crew to be away on another job site, near
Nantucket, for a few days, as they await more supplies.
Painting may start as early as this coming weekend.

Tuesday 11/16/10 – ICC crew in Nantucket
Wednesday 11/17/10 – ICC crew away on another
project but would not have been able to work with heavy
rain in morning and wind gusts up to 50 mph in the
afternoon.

Thursday 11/18/10 – ICC crew went out around 9
am but it was too rough to land on the island pier. Steve
McGuire is going to see if he can get Steve Scyoc activated
on the webcam on the island to save him and the crew a
trip on a day like today.
Friday 11/19/10 – Russ Santora, Steve McGuire and Jeff
Heinrich traveled to the island with the ICC crew on the
workboat. Santora reviewed the work that has been done
on the lighthouse with the ICC Foreman Steve Scyoc
and approved the mortar work being done on the inside.
McGuire videotaped and Heinrich did photographs of

the crew doing the last
section needing mortar in
the exterior joints. In the
afternoon the crew repainted
the dome and upper
structure.
Saturday 11/20/10 – Crew
unable to go out due to
rough seas. Steve McGuire
is now sending Steve Scyoc a picture of the landing area
from the webcam at around 7 am each morning.

Sunday 11/21/10 – Joel Helander, Steve McGuire and
Jeff Heinrich went out to the island with the ICC crew
on this very cold day. Helander was given a complete tour
and overview of the restoration project by Foreman Scyoc.
Helander brought his moisture meter which showed

30% moisture in the mortar put on the exterior of the
lighthouse on Friday 11/19/10. ICC Crew spent most of
the day painting the upper deck and dome. Video can be
seen on the FLB website at www.faulknerslight.org.
Monday 11/22/10–
ICC crew was able
to start painting the
exterior of the lighthouse.
Steve Scyoc worked on
the corners above the
entrance.
Tuesday 11/23/10 –
Exciting day as Steve
McGuire, Ryan Hanrahan
from NBC Channel
30 and a camera man
go out to the island on
David North’s boat. The filming was featured on the
evening news the following week. The ICC crew did some
painting but stopped since they were concerned about

possible rain which turned out not to happen. Instead they
switched to working on the windows. It can be viewed at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dt3cpw8hor4
Wednesday 11/24/10 – ICC crew went out but could
not land in the basin as it was simply too rough. It was
nice for them as they could leave for home for the holiday.
Steve Scyoc lives in West Virginia and has to drive 570
miles to get home. Scyoc has been with ICC for 34 years
and this is his 22 lighthouse restoration.
Thursday
11/25/10 –Happy
Thanksgiving! ICC
crew is off for the
holiday.
Friday 11/26/10
– ICC crew is off
again today but
they would have
had difficulty
landing if they were
here. Rainy, windy
morning with mild
temperatures and
rough seas in the
afternoon.
Saturday
11/27/10 – A cold morning and the crew is still enjoying
their Thanksgiving break.

Sunday 11/28/10 – Another cold start to the day with
7 am temperature at 32 degrees. ICC crew will be driving
back today to return to work tomorrow. Forecast for
tomorrow is sunny and in the 50’s.
Monday 11/29/10 – Crew returns to paint and seal
windows.
Tuesday 11/30/10 – Repointing on the inside by the
crew today.

Wednesday 12/1/10 – Raindrops on the camera dome,
but wave action looks tame in morning. Wind is from
the SE, so landing in the basin will be fine. Rain will get
much worse later in the day. Good day to work inside the
lighthouse.
Thursday 12/2/10 – More work inside the lighthouse.
Friday 12/3/10 – Rough seas.
Saturday 12/4/10 – ICC crew was out from 8am until
late morning. Wind was picking up to 25-30 mph from
the north with higher gusts.
Sunday 12/5/10 – Steve McGuire and and Jeff Heinrich
were up early to go out with the ICC crew but discovered
it was going to be a day of rest for them.
Monday 12/6/10 – Quiet week with mostly work on
shore as crew awaits more supplies. Rough seas are also an
issue during this week.
Tuesday 12/710 – Quiet week for the crew.
Wednesday 12/8/10 – ICC crew unable to access island
due to rough seas.
Thursday 12/9/10 – Quiet week for the crew.
Friday 12/10/10 – Quiet week for the crew.
Saturday 12/11/10 – No activity today with crew away.
Sunday 12/12/10 – Quiet day and quiet seas with crew
away.
Monday
12/13/10 –
Crew not back
until the middle
of the week.
Tuesday
12/14/10
– Only one
more panel of
the octagonal
structure needs
to have a second
coat of paint.

Wednesday 12/15/10 – Crew back today to go out
tomorrow to pack up equipment and supplies.
Thursday 12/16/10 – This morning Russ Santora, Steve
McGuire and Jeff Heinrich, together with 6 members
of the ICC crew, went out to the island to retrieve
their equipment and supplies and temporarily suspend
operations of the restoration project. We came by the
Guilford Harbor from the East River and everything was
fine. We got to the end of the channel and the waves were
2 to 4 feet. From there to the island we were dealing with
4 to 6 foot waves with an occasional 7 or 8 footer. Upon
arriving at the island, the wind was clearly from the SW,
with waves breaking completely over the pier. Time to
turn around and head back home. A rough, but safe ride
back, and we were all happy to see land again.

Rick Potvin, manager of the USF&WS, granted
permission for the ICC crew to park their boat and trailer
on their property in Westbrook, CT. The work boat
was loaded on the trailer in Guilford and transported to
Westbrook. Boat and motors were winterized by the crew.
Friday 12/17/10 – The 45 foot trailer was hooked up
and the crew headed for ICC headquarters, then home for
the holidays. They will be returning in April 2011.

Faulkner’s Light Brigade Membership
New Members and Renewals during 2009 and 2010

Frank & Lee granger
guilford Preservation
alliance (in memory of
Joseph arnold)
harry’s Marine repair
Catherine hawley
BeneFaCtor oF the Suellen & Jeffrey heinrich
John & Barbara henningson
Light ($500-999)
Libby & al hollingsworth
Mr. & Mrs. gustaf r.
Catharine hopkins
Bodin (in memory of
Mr. & Mrs. Brooks M.
grace Farnsworth)
Kelley
elevator Services Co., inc.
Barbara ann Kiesel
(in memory of grace
ricardo Kimball
Farnsworth)
Kiwanis Club of new haven
grace & Fred Farnsworth
(in memory of grace
Farnsworth)
Patron oF the
Jenny & Kevin Lampus
Light ($250-499)
Kate & William Lee
Mary Kelly & richard
Leete’s island garden Club
amerling
Bill & elaine Lincoln
Beth Carroll-horrocks
(in honor of Joan Carroll) richard t. Lohr
art Lundeberg
Cedar island Marina
Cynthia Magee
eileen & andrew eder
Jen & Mike Mcniff
Jane Marcher Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. norton
(in memory of Joseph
Morrison
arnold)
russell h. & Patricia M.
Patricelli Family
norman, Jr.
Foundation
guido Petra
eric Ploumis
Bill & Linda Poulton
(in memory of grace
(in memory of Joseph arnold)
Farnsworth)
doris M. reimels
tom & Susan Salice
John K. reiss
robert F. Schumann
nehantic associates russ
Waldo & Jim hennessey
LightKeePer
(in memory of grace
($100-249)
Farnsworth)
nancy & Joseph arnold
Peter & Betsy russell
John augustyn
russ Santora
Margherita & Walter
Lindley & robert Sawyer
Bacon
Lois Smith & gregory
dave & Carol Bredbury
Seaman (in memory of
donald Butler
Joseph arnold)
James & Patricia Calhoun
Joan & William Cameron diana M. Sattelberger &
James Sligar
Jr.
howard tuttle, Jr.
Carol & dwight Carlson
dorothy volosin
Jon & Linda Carr
Mr. & Mrs. andrew d.
Salvatore and anita
Weaver
Catardi
Mark Cousineau, President (in memory of grace
Farnsworth)
Connecticut Community
Pat & gary Widlitz
investment Corporation
Cynthia t. Wommack
(in memory of grace
Jean Young
Farnsworth)
russell & Sarah davidson
BeaConer ($50-99)
Kim howland & Michael
dorothy & vincent amore
dewar
Mr. & Mrs. g. ernest
hans and dorothea Flink
anderson
Johanna Foley
Barbara & richard angle
Wm F. & Margaret M.
Carol & adam ashman
Fusco
Carl & Linda Balestracci
Susan & robert gnida
dennis d. Boyce
Joseph & Cynthia
goldberg
guardian oF the
Light ($1000 and
aBove
John F Maher
Julie & robert Schaffer

richard & valjean Brauchler
Frederick F. Bruening
Bill Bussman
Peter J. Butler
The garvey Family
(in memory of grace
Farnsworth)
edward Chittenden
irene & arthur daly
Marcella davidson
Marjorie h. davis
Jerry & Katie davis
Susan & richard dinardo
helen & Steve downing
anne & Chris duhaime
antoinette dupont
(in memory of grace
Farnsworth)
Jim & Cynthia dwyer
arthur ebbert, Jr.
Cynthia & richard eckstrom
roger & gail Fabian
Judith Fine
(in memory of Joseph
arnold)
Sandra & Fred Flatow
david & Sharon Forrest
James & Barbara Francese, Jr.
John, Kris, Lin & Brit Frick
Byron & emily gardiner
dr. george W. gilbert
(in memory of grace
Farnsworth)
robert B. gordon
Mr. & Mrs. robert W. hard
Joel helander
edward & Charlotte
holahan
donald B. hyatt
gail a. Jewiss
Kennedy & Perkins inc.
John Kirby
Carolyn Kirmss
david W. Knapp
Barbara & John Koelle
Peter aronson & Marie
Landry
Jane White Lewis
Carol & ralph Linsley
Stuart M. Low
Paula McCarthy
Linda J. Mcdowell
Patty & Cliff Mcguire
Senator edward Meyer
Kathy & don Milnes
Michael J. & Marcia Moran
(in memory of grace
Farnsworth)
ruth & tom nardini
henry & Cheryl norton
(in memory of grace
Farnsworth)
Barbara & Joseph nugent
(in memory of grace
Farnsworth)

robert oppel
Stephen & elizabeth Page
Margaret Palmieri
Marie Pohlman
arlene & tom Pregman
Priscilla & ray rensis
Kathleen Santucci
Pamela e. Searle
allen C. Small
Prof. gaddis Smith
dr. & Mrs. Winthrop Smith
richard & toni Sonet
Priscilla Sperry
Marian W. Spiro
Simon Stewart
Karen & richard Stoll
george B. uihlein
Pam & tim visel
Claudia Bemis & Bob
Weinstein
Barbara & Jack Wells
elliot & nancy Wilcox
John e. Woodward, Jr.
ruth Kimberly Young
roger Zerillo
Mariner ($25-49)
Mary & ned ahearn
nick & Mary aloi
rod & Pat anderson
(in memory of grace
Farnsworth)
Loraine ashman
humbert a. astredo
Lesley & Paul Bailey-gates
virginia & Charles Baltay
elizabeth Barnes
Cynthia a. Becce
robert & Janet Beer
Beers, hamerman & Co., PC
(in memory of grace
Farnsworth)
alyce S. Benson Family
trust
Kent & nona Bloomer
Susan & herbert Burstein
robert a. Cairns
Thomas Cawley
Bevi Chagnon
(in memory of grace
Farnsworth)
Patricia Chapman
The Chiaramonte Family
Curtis Chittenden
Clarice Chomich
Pat & Phillip Clarkin
Charlotte & William Collett
ruth & Peter Connal
nancy and Scott Conover
Margery & harry Cordts
Mr. & Mrs. erskine Crossley
Pamela L. daddio-Bradley
Jim & Lucy deephouse
John & elizabeth delemarre

Wayne & Joan downey
Myles & Carol duBay
Marjorie dudley
anna dwyer
Peter ertel
Jeni gianotti & Charles
Fascia (in memory of grace
Farnsworth)
david W. Fisher
Susan & Michael Foley
elizabeth J. Fox
Samuel Fuller
Matthew Joseff & Jessica
garafolo
Phyllis gilbert
William gilpatrick
Cynthia grey
arlene hackbarth
M. John hamer
John heinrich
Suellen & Jeff heinrich
(in memory of Joseph
arnold)
(in memory of grace
Farnsworth)
Carol helander
harry & gaye hodge
donald & Kandra houston
Lois B. hubbell
Marilyn Brown Janeway
(in memory of grace
Farnsworth)
Brenda & Frank Karsmarski
Peter J. Kindlmann
robert & Lorraine Kirby
Priscilla Kirby
Madelyn Kmetzo
Pam & gary Knowles
John Kreider
Carlene Kulisch
W. harmon Leete
John v. Leffingwell
norma & Bernard Lytton
Lewis & dorothy Maturo
Susan & James Mau
ann & tim McCann
Sarah McCulloch
Steve Mcguire
K. Stephen & helena
Meader
Mierz Family
dwon & Joy Miller
Laurel & Walter Mills
Beth Moffat
edith B. nettleton
Barbara & Joseph nugent
(in memory of Joseph
arnold)
Catherine offredi
deborah Peluse
Kathleen and Jay Perkins
dowler, L. & Pine, B.
Joan P. Platner
Susan & david Priest

Lorena Pulis
Mary & ron repetti
douglas e. roberts
Shirley Sabine
Judith & t. Paul Schultz
(in memory of grace Farnsworth)
The Scialla Family
robert & Connie Scott
Janet Scranton
Melissa W. Shaw
Charlie Shelley
Mrs. harrison Stevens
ron Swanson
robert taylor
Thomas terrible
nancy C. Thompson
henry & evelynne tichy
richard Wardell
Marsha Weinstein
richard & Carol Werle
robert & Kathleen White
allan Wilcox
Bonnie & Thomas Williams
george & audrey Wilson
John Woodford
ruth Woodruff
Susanne M. Zdanowicz
Beverly & Marvin Zimmerman
Friend ($10-24)
gail adamski
Janet ainsworth
The amatruda Family
alice & henry Bessonett
Lynn e. Buhrer
Joan L. Carroll
Charles & ginny Carter
Susan F. Chamberland
Mae Bergen Christie
Chris Collins
Janet & r. Michael Cosgrove
Martha Cox
gale M. Creighton
Linda M Curry
nicholas day
ron & Marianne deMartino
Marlene P. deSanto
Lucia dexter
Sam downs Family
May-elinor dudley
doug & audrey eisenlohr, Sr.
nancy C. Farnan
debra & richard Forselius
Mr. & Mrs. reno Franconi
(in memory of grace
Farnsworth)
Joyce galehouse
elizabeth gardner
nina garrett
guilford Library association
vida L. holzinger
Leland & Madeline hubbard
dr. & Mrs. arnold hyman
(in memory of Joseph arnold)
Margaret iacobellis
Patricia iassonga
Joan Churchward Jenkins
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin Johnston
Barbara Kobs

Luella & george Landis
dr. & Mrs. andrew Laudano
(in memory of grace
Farnsworth)
anna Luciano
alicia Lynn
doris MacLeman
Jill d. Maconi
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Mahon
Fred Manware
harry h. Mark M.d.
William W. & diane d.
Mcdonald
(in memory of grace Farnsworth)
Jean g. Meiselman
Frances Metzler
Lucas Micromatis
Louise Minore
(in memory of Joseph arnold)
Mr. & Mrs. Morrissy
Priscilla d. Morse
Charlotte Mowrey
ruth a. nettleton
Pauline newton
russell norton
Priscilla d. oliver
Carl olovson
Lois & harold r. Phelan
Mr. & Mrs. M. Piccione
Peter Ploszak
harding reemsnyder
Jim & gillian rose
Sandra J. ruoff
Paul Schulze
Judith e. Shosie
(in memory of grace Farnsworth)
Janice g. teft
greg tino
June torino
Beverly Waters
al & Millie Weber
amy M. Wininger
Senior & Student ($5-9)
a Farther hill gallery
henry P. Bakewell, Jr.
ellen Bernstein
Theresa & raymond Burke
Janet r. Cooper
eileen Cordts
Fred Crafton
Lucian &Phyllis deLucia
Marshall & Lois dudley
Charles greene
raymond W. hencir
Melissa Justice
Lisa Kereszi
Fran & tom King
Jenny Lombard
Cathy Luedee
Betty Page
Wilford Parker
elizabeth a. regan
Betsey Stevens
Judy & Jerry Theise
Charlotte tietjen

Lighthouse at 6:30 am in the first snow storm of the season, November 8, 2010.

Saturday, September 10
Sunday, September 11
Annual Open House on Faulkner’s Island

Mark your calendars now for this celebrated event, when
the visiting public will have the rare opportunity to
experience the beauty of an island wildlife refuge and
historic lighthouse. Public transportation to the island
may again be available. Watch for forthcoming details.

FLB Annual Membership Meeting
Monday, May 9, 2011, 7:30 pm
Greene Community Center

Grand Dame at sunrise, 6 am, November 27, 2010

Faulkner’s Light Brigade
P.o. Box 444
guilford, Ct 06437
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The north spit, looking back to the Guilford-Madison shoreline, November
21, 2010. This spit is where the roseate terms reside in summer.

Faulkner’s Light Brigade – Board of Directors

Chairman:
Vice Chairman:
Treasurer:
Asst. Treasurer:
Secretary:
J. Jeffrey Heinrich Marie Pohlman Hawley W. Lincoln, Elizabeth Delemarre John Delemarre
IV (Bill)
Board Members:
emeritus Chairmen:
Steve Barbee
Gail Jewiss
Joseph Nugent
Fred Farnsworth
Bill Bussmann Dorothy Maynard
John Sieviec
Joel Helander
Jim Dias
Steve McGuire
Andrew Weaver
Don Zimmer

For information, please call 203-453-8400 and leave a message
Visit our website: www.lighthouse.cc/FLB/ or email: faulknerslightbrigade@gmail.
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Contributions to the Brigade are tax deductible
Checks should be made payable to: The Faulkner’s Light Brigade
and mailed to: P.O. Box 444, Guilford, CT 06437
o Guardian of
the Light
$1000 and up

o Patron of
the Light
$250 - $499

o Beaconer
$50 - $99

o Friend
$10-24

o Benefactor of
the Light
$500 - $999

o Lightkeeper
$100-249

o Mariner
$25-49

o Senior or
Student $5 - $9

Name__________________________________________________ Telephone_________________________
Address:________________________________________________ Email_____________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
o New membership
o Membership renewal
o I am interested in volunteering
o Enclosed is my company’s matching gift form

